Protect your fleet with a
breakthrough in surface
protection.
EcoSeal’s proven, patent-pending products dramatically
reduce operating costs by delivering the only penetrating
sealants that go beyond coating to help eliminate corrosion
and lock out environmental hazards.
You and everyone else in the transportation
industry face mounting pressures to conserve
fuel, improve passenger environments and,
overall, do more with less. EcoSeal can help you
make dramatic progress toward these goals by
introducing just one new breakthrough product
in your asset maintenance process.

Completely seal surfaces and save money.
Although applied like spray wax, EcoSeal Indoor
and Outdoor aren’t petroleum-based wax or
polish products at all. They’re non-toxic, eco-safe
nanotechnology sealants—rather than simply
provide a coating, they completely seal the pores on
every surface of your air, marine and highway fleets.
Nanotechnology is a relatively new science that
allows the fine-tuning of materials at a molecular
level, vastly improving their qualities.
As a result, EcoSeal products are scientifically
proven to block out rust, corrosion, bacteria, mold
and pollutants on any surface you apply it to—from
painted and metallic surfaces to vinyl, rubber, plastic,
fiberglass and composite surfaces—you name it. The
surface becomes so smooth and slick that little can
stick to it, including water, ice, dirt and grime.

EcoSeal products
use next-generation
technology to advance
surface protection.
EcoSeal’s product family—EcoSeal Indoor and
EcoSeal Outdoor—is a surface sealant, purifier,
protectant, and drag reducer all in one. Simply apply
on a clean surface and buff like you would a polish or
wax, then enjoy long term protection with easy-toclean, protected surfaces that are more aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic.

EcoSeal products advanced surface protection means
you only have to re-apply them about every three
or four cleanings—and you only need to clean half
as often—greatly reducing operating costs, and
delivering the best looking finish you’ve ever seen,
plus longer equipment life.

EcoSeal products are the only broad light spectrum,
deep-penetrating, complete surface sealants available:
◾◾ Patent pending
◾◾ Proven in laboratories and in government applications
◾◾ Proven at high altitude and ocean’s depths
◾◾ Not subject to dangerous goods regulations
◾◾ Natural activating ingredients are considered GRAS (Generally
Recognized As Safe) by FDA and USDA

The incredibly smooth
finish of EcoSeal
benefits vehicles
of all types:
◾◾ Reduces drag and ice
buildup on airplanes
◾◾ Minimizes bio fouling
and maintenance on
maritime vessels
◾◾ Preserves original
finish on trucks
and cars
◾◾ Meets military and
commercial aviation
specifications

Use new science to your benefit.
EcoSeal products use a patent-pending formula that
triggers a natural, light-activated process, making
treated areas react with sun and ambient light in a
way that kills germs, deodorizes and even improves
the energy efficiency of surfaces like windows. In
addition, EcoSeal products dry clear and add no
weight or dimension to the surface, yet nonetheless
makes it stronger.

Get vastly better performance than
standard finishing products.
EcoSeal products come ready to use, so there are
no complex, time-consuming formulas to mix
and manage. Simply clean surfaces as usual, apply
EcoSeal and buff to a rich sheen. Walking surfaces
require special protection treatment, and we have
products for them as well.

Extend asset life and reduce fuel use.
From interior and exterior surfaces to accessories,
sidewalls, dashboards, lights, instruments, seat
backs and more, EcoSeal-treated surfaces require
less cleaning, thereby reducing exposure to harmful
solutions that can shorten asset life. Better yet, on

exterior surfaces EcoSeal Outdoor's ultra smooth
finish minimizes aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
drag, reducing fuel consumption from 1% to nearly
7% in tests. In addition, it works on windshields to
save wiper blades, as rain sheets off, and snow easily
slips off treated surfaces for easy cleaning in cold
environments.

Contribute to your sustainability goal.
With no harmful VOCs, PTFEs, oils, petroleum
distillates, silicones, waxes and other environmental
pollutants, EcoSeal products are about as
environmentally friendly as you can get. And because
an EcoSeal-treated surface is completely sealed, you
can perform interim cleanings with nothing more
than water—no chemicals.

Create healthier environments.
The science behind EcoSeal Indoor helps treated
interior surfaces to remain free of bacteria, viruses
and germs. The photo-catalytic process also
neutralizes gasses that cause odor and can damage
lungs. The result is a naturally cleaner, healthier
environment—so much so that air passing over a
treated surface is healthier than other ambient air!

A better choice for transportation management.
With all the fuel-saving, environmental, logistical,
manpower, health and economical benefits of
EcoSeal’s products, now transportation managers
have a better way to address many of the pressures
the industry faces in protecting their fleets.

To learn more, email us at:
info@ecosealsafe.com or contact your
representative.
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